We present three approaches to word sense disambiguation that use Wikipedia as a source of sense annotations. Starting from a basic monolingual approach, we develop two multilingual systems: one that uses a machine translation system to create multilingual features, and one where multilingual features are extracted primarily through the interlingual links available in Wikipedia. Experiments on four languages confirm that the Wikipedia sense annotations are reliable and can be used to construct accurate monolingual sense classifiers. The experiments also show that the multilingual systems obtain on average a substantial relative error reduction when compared to the monolingual systems.
Introduction and Motivation
Ambiguity is inherent to human language. In particular, word sense ambiguity is prevalent in all natural languages, with a large number of the words in any given language carrying more than one meaning. For instance, the English noun plant can mean green plant or factory; similarly the French word feuille can mean leaf or paper. The correct sense of an ambiguous word can be selected based on the context where it occurs, and correspondingly the problem of word sense disambiguation is defined as the task of automatically assigning the most appropriate meaning to a polysemous word within a given context. Two well studied categories of approaches to word sense disambiguation (WSD) are represented by knowledge-based (Lesk, 1986; Galley and McKeown, 2003; Navigli and Velardi, 2005) and data-driven (Yarowsky, 1995; Ng and Lee, 1996; Pedersen, 2001 ) methods. Knowledgebased methods rely on information drawn from wide-coverage lexical resources such as WordNet (Miller, 1995) . Their performance has been generally constrained by the limited amount of lexical and semantic information present in these resources.
Among the various data-driven WSD methods proposed to date, supervised systems have been observed to lead to highest performance in the Senseval evaluations 1 . In these systems, the sense disambiguation problem is formulated as a supervised learning task, where each sense-tagged occurrence of a particular word is transformed into a feature vector which is then used in an automatic learning process. Despite their high performance, the supervised systems have an important drawback: their applicability is limited to those few words for which sense tagged data is available, and their accuracy is strongly connected to the amount of available labeled data.
In this paper, we address the sense-tagged data bottleneck problem by using Wikipedia as a source of sense annotations. Starting with the hyperlinks available in Wikipedia, we first generate sense annotated corpora that can be used for training accurate and robust monolingual sense classifiers (WIKIMONOSENSE, in Section 2). Next, the sense tagged corpus extracted for the reference language is translated into a number of supporting languages. The word alignments between the reference sentences and the supporting translations computed by Google Translate are used to generate complementary features in our first approach to multilingual WSD (WIKITRANSSENSE, in Section 3). The reliance on machine translation (MT) is significantly reduced during the training phase of our second approach to multilingual WSD, in which sense tagged corpora in the supporting languages are created through the interlingual links available in Wikipedia. Separate classifiers are trained for the reference and the supporting languages and their probabilistic outputs are integrated at test time into a joint disambiguation decision for the reference language (WIKIMUSENSE, in Section 4).
Experimental results on four languages demonstrate that the Wikipedia annotations are reliable, as the accuracy of the WIKIMONOSENSE systems trained on the Wikipedia dataset exceeds by a large margin the accuracy of an informed baseline that selects the most frequent word sense by default. We also show that the multilingual sense classifiers WIKITRANSSENSE and WIKIMUSENSE significantly outperform the WIKIMONOSENSE systems (Section 5).
The WikiMonoSense System
In an effort to alleviate the sense-tagged data bottleneck problem that affects supervised learning approaches to WSD, the WIKIMONOSENSE system uses Wikipedia both as a repository of word senses and as a rich source of sense annotations. Wikipedia is a free online encyclopedia, representing the outcome of a continuous collaborative effort of a large number of volunteer contributors. Virtually any Internet user can create or edit a Wikipedia webpage, and this "freedom of contribution" has a positive impact on both the quantity (fast-growing number of articles) and the quality (potential mistakes are quickly corrected within the collaborative environment) of this online resource. Wikipedia editions are available for more than 280 languages, with a number of entries varying from a few pages to three millions articles or more per language.
A large number of the concepts mentioned in Wikipedia are explicitly linked to their corresponding article through the use of links or piped links. Interestingly, these links can be regarded as sense annotations for the corresponding concepts, which is a property particularly valuable for words that are ambiguous. In fact, it is precisely this observation that we rely on in order to generate sense tagged corpora starting with the Wikipedia annotations (Mihalcea, 2007; Dandala et al., 2012) .
A Monolingual Dataset through Wikipedia Links
Ambiguous words such as e.g. To derive sense annotations for a given ambiguous word, we use the links extracted for all the hyperlinked Wikipedia occurrences of the given word, and map these annotations to word senses, as described in (Dandala et al., 2012) . For instance, for the bar example above, we extract five possible annotations: bar (establishment), bar (landform), bar (law), and bar (music).
In our experiments, the WSD dataset was built for a subset of the ambiguous words used during the SENSEVAL-2, SENSEVAL-3 evaluations and a subset of ambiguous words in four languages: English, Spanish, Italian and German. Since the Wikipedia annotations are focused on nouns (associated with the entities typically defined by Wikipedia), the sense annotations we generate and the WSD experiments are also focused on nouns. We also avoided those words that have only one Wikipedia label. This resulted in a set of 105 words in four different languages: 30 for English, 25 for Italian, 25 for Spanish, and 25 for German. Table 1 provides relevant statistics for the corresponding monlingual dataset.
The WikiMonoSense Learning Framework
Provided a set of sense-annotated examples for a given ambiguous word, the task of a supervised WSD system is to automatically learn a disambiguation model that can predict the correct sense for a new, previously unseen occurrence of the word. Assuming that such a system can be reliably constructed, the implications are two-fold. First, accurate disambiguation models suggest that the data is reliable and consists of correct sense annotations. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the ability to correctly predict the sense of a word can have important implications for applications that require such information, including machine translation and automatic reasoning. The WIKIMONOSENSE system integrates local and topical features within a machine learning framework, similar to several of the topperforming supervised WSD systems participating in the SENSEVAL-2 and SENSEVAL-3 evaluations. The disambiguation algorithm starts with a preprocessing step, where the text is tokenized, stemmed and annotated with part-of-speech tags. Collocations are identified using a sliding window approach, where a collocation is defined as a sequence of words that forms a compound concept defined in Wikipedia. Next, local and topical features are extracted from the context of the ambiguous word. Specifically, we use the current word and its part-of-speech, a local context of three words to the left and right of the ambiguous word, the parts-of-speech of the surrounding words, the verb and noun before and after the ambiguous words, and a global context implemented through sense-specific keywords determined as a list of words occurring at least three times in the contexts defining a certain word sense. We used TreeTagger for part-of-speech tagging 2 and Snowball stemmer 3 for stemming as they both have publicly available implementations for multiple languages. The features are integrated in a Naive Bayes classifier, which was selected for its stateof-the-art performance in previous WSD systems. 2 www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/˜schmid/tools/TreeTagger 3 snowball.tartarus.org
The WikiTransSense System
Consider the examples centered around the ambiguous noun "chair", as shown in Figure 1 , where English is the reference language and German is a supporting language. The figure shows only 2 out of the 5 possible meanings from the Wikipedia sense inventory. The two examples illustrate two important ways in which the translation can help disambiguation. First, two different senses of the target ambiguous word may be translated into a different word in the supporting language. Therefore, assuming access to word alignments, knowledge of the target word translation can help in disambiguation. Second, features extracted from the translated sentence can be used to enrich the feature space. Even though the target word translation is a strong feature in general, there may be cases where different senses of the target word are translated into the same word in the supporting language. For example, the two senses "bar (unit)" and "bar (establishment)" of the English word "bar" translate to the same German word "bar". In cases like this, words in the context of the German translation may help in identifying the correct English meaning.
A Multilingual Dataset through Machine Translation
In order to generate a multilingual representation for the monolingual dataset, we used Google Translate to translate the data from English into several other languages. The use of Google Translate is motivated by the fact that Google's statistical machine translation system is available for many languages. Furthermore, through the University Research Program, Google Translate also provides the word alignments. Given a target word in an English sentence, we used the word alignments to identify the position of the target word translation in the translated sentence. Each of the four languages is used as a reference language, with the remaining three used as supporting languages. Additionally, French was added as a supporting language in all the multilingual systems, which means that each reference sentence was translated in four supporting languages.
The WikiTransSense Learning Framework
Similar to the WIKIMONOSENSE approach described in Section 2.2, we extract the same types An airline seat is a chair on an airliner in which passengers are accommodated for the duration of the journey. of features from the reference sentence, as well as from the translations in each of the supporting languages. Correspondingly, the feature vector will contain a section with the reference language features, followed by a multilingual section containing features extracted from the translations in the supporting languages. The resulting multilingual feature vectors are then used with a Naive Bayes classifier.
The WikiMuSense System
The number of sentence translations required to train the WIKITRANSSENSE approach is shown in the second column of Table 2 . If one were to train a WSD system for all ambiguous nouns, the large number of translations required may be prohibitive. In order to reduce the dependency on the machine translation system, we developed a second multilingual approach to WSD, WIKIMUSENSE, that exploits the interlingual links available in Wikipedia.
A Multilingual Dataset through Interlingual Wikipedia Links
Wikipedia articles on the same topic in different languages are often connected through interlingual links. These are the small navigation links that show up in the "Languages" sidebar in most Wikipedia articles. For example, the English Wikipedia sense "Bar (music)" is connected through an interlingual link to the German Wikipedia sense "Takt (Musik)". Given a sense inventory for a word in the reference language, we automatically build the sense repository for a supporting language by following the interlingual links connecting equivalent senses in the two languages. Thus, given the English sense repository for the word "bar" EN = {bar (establishment), bar (landform), bar (law), bar (music)}, the corresponding German sense repository will be DE = {Bar (Lokal), noteank, NIL, Takt (Musik)} 4 . The resulting sense repositories can then be used in conjunction with Wikipedia links to build sense tagged corpora in the supporting languages, using the approach described in Section 2.1. However, this approach poses the following two problems:
1. There may be reference language senses that do not have interlingual links to the supporting language. In the "bar" example above, the English sense bar (law) does not have an interlingual link to German.
2. The distribution of examples per sense in the automatically created sense tagged corpus for the supporting language may be different from the corresponding distribution for the reference language. Previous work (Agirre et al., 2000; Agirre and Martinez, 2004) has shown that the WSD performance is sensitive to differences in the two distributions.
We address the first problem using a very simple approach: whenever there is a sense gap, we randomly sample a number of examples for that sense in the reference language and use Google Translate to create examples in the supporting language. The third column in Table 2 shows the total number of sentence translations required by the WIKIMUSENSE system. As expected, due to the use of interlingual links, it is substantially smaller than the number of translations required in the WIKITRANSSENSE system. To address the second problem, we use the distribution of reference language as the true distribution and calculate the number of examples to be considered per sense from the supporting languages using the statistical method proposed in (Agirre and Martinez, 2004) .
The WikiMuSense Learning Framework
Once the datasets in the supporting languages are created using the method above, we train a Naive Bayes classifier for each language (reference or supporting). Note that the classifiers built for the supporting languages will use the same senses/classes as the reference classifier, since the aim of using supporting language data is to disambiguate a word in the reference language. Thus, for the word "bar" in the example above, if English is reference and German is supporting, the Naive Bayes classifier for German will compute probabilities for the four English senses, even though it is trained and tested on German sentences.
For each classifier, the features are extracted using the same approach as in the WIKI-MONOSENSE system.
At test time, the reference sentence is translated into all four supporting languages using Google Translate. The five probabilistic outputs -one from the reference (P R ) and four from the supporting classifiers (P S ) -are combined into an overall disambiguation score using Equation 1 below. Finally, disambiguation is done by selecting the sense that obtains the maximum score.
In Equation 1, D R is the set of training examples in the reference language R, whereas D S is the set of training examples in a source language S. When the number of training examples in a supporting language is smaller than the number of examples in the reference language, the probabilistic output from the corresponding supporting classifier will have a weight smaller than 1 in the disambiguation score, and thus a smaller influence on the disambiguation output. In general, the influence of the supporting classifier will always be less than or equal with the influence of the reference classifier.
Experimental Evaluation
We ran 10-fold cross-validation experiments on the Wikipedia dataset 5 , with all three systems: WIKIMONOSENSE (WMS), WIKITRANSSENSE Table 4 : WSD micro accuracies.
(WTS), and WIKIMUSENSE (WMUS). For the WIKIMUSENSE system, since the gaps in the supporting language datasets are addressed using reference language translations, we enforced the constraint that a translation of the test example does not appear in the training data of the supporting language. We used two different accuracy metrics to report the performance:
1. macro accuracy: an accuracy number was calculated separately for each ambiguous word. Macro accuracy was then computed as the average of these accuracy numbers.
2. micro accuracy: the system outputs for all ambiguous words were pooled together and the micro accuracy was computed as the percentage of instances that were disambiguated correctly. Tables 3 and 4 show the micro and macro accuracies for the three systems. The tables also show the accuracy of a simple WSD baseline that selects the Most Frequent Sense (MFS). Overall, the Wikipedia-based sense annotations were found reliable, leading to accurate sense classifiers for the WIKIMONOSENSE system with an average relative error reduction of 44%, 38%, 44%, and 28% compared to the most frequent sense baseline in terms of macro accuracy. WIKI-MONOSENSE performed better for 76 out of the 105 words in the four languages compared to the MFS baseline, which further indicates that Wikipedia data can be useful for creating accurate and robust WSD systems.
Compared to the monolingual WIKI-MONOSENSE system, the multilingual WIK-ITRANSSENSE system obtained an average relative error reduction of 13.7%, thus confirming the utility of using translated contexts. Relative to the MFS baseline, WIKITRANSSENSE performed better on 83 of the 105 words. Finally, WIKIMUSENSE had an even higher average error reduction of 16.5% with respect to WIKIMONOSENSE, demonstrating that the multilingual data available in Wikipedia can successfully replace the machine translation component during training. Relative to the MFS baseline, the multilingual WIKIMUSENSE system performed better on 89 out of the 105 words.
Since WIKIMUSENSE is still using machine translation when interlingual links are missing, we ran an additional experiment in which MT was completely removed during training to demonstrate the advantage of sense-annotated corpora available in supporting language Wikipedias. Thus, for the 105 ambiguous words, we eliminated all senses that required machine translation to fill the sense gaps. After filtering, 52 words from the four languages had 2 or more sense in Wikipedia for which all interlingual links were available. The results averaged over the 52 words are shown in Table 5 : WSD performance with no sense gaps.
We have also evaluated the proposed WSD systems in a coarse-grained setting on the same dataset. Two annotators were provided with the automatically extracted sense inventory from Wikipedia along with the corresponding Wikipedia articles and requested to discuss and create clusters of senses for the 105 words in the four languages. The results on this coarse-grained sense inventory are shown in Tables 6 and 7 indicate that our multilingual systems outperform the monolingual system.
Learning Curves
One aspect that is particularly relevant for any supervised system is the learning rate with respect to the amount of available data. To determine the learning curve, we measured the disambiguation accuracy under the assumption that only a fraction of the data were available. We ran 10-fold crossvalidation experiments using 10%, 20%, ..., 100% of the data, and averaged the results over all the words in the data set. The learning curves for the four languages are plotted in Figure 2 . Overall, the curves indicates a continuously growing accuracy with increasingly larger amounts of data. Although the learning pace slows down after a certain number of examples (about 50% of the data currently available), the general trend of the curve seems to indicate that more data is likely to lead to increased accuracy. Given that Wikipedia is growing at a fast pace, the curve suggests that the accuracy of the word sense classifiers built on this data is likely to increase for future versions of Wikipedia. Another relevant aspect is the dependency between the amount of data available in supporting languages and the performance of the WIKIMUSENSE system. To measure this, we ran 10-fold cross-validation experiments using all the data from the reference language and varying the amount of supporting language data from 10% to 100%, in all supporting languages. The accuracy results were averaged over all the words. Figure 3 shows the learning curves for the 4 languages. When using 0% fraction of supporting data, the results correspond to the monolingual WIKIMONOSENSE system. When using 100% fraction of the supporting data, the results correspond to the final multilingual WIKIMUSENSE system. We can see that WIKIMUSENSE starts to perform better than WIKIMONOSENSE when at least 70-80% of the available supporting data is used, and continues to increase its performance with increasing amounts of supporting data.
Finally, we also evaluated the impact that the number of supporting languages has on the performance of the two multilingual WSD systems. Both WIKITRANSSENSE and WIKIMUSENSE are evaluated using all possible combinations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 supporting languages. The resulting macro accuracy numbers are then averaged for each number of supporting languages. Figure 4 indicates that the accuracies continue to improve as more languages are added for both systems.
Related Work
Despite the large number of WSD methods that have been proposed so far, there are only a few methods that try to explore more than one lan- guage at a time. Brown et al. (1991) made the observation that mappings between word-forms and senses may differ across languages and proposed a statistical machine learning technique that exploits these mappings for WSD. Subsequently, several works (Gale et al., 1992; Resnik and Yarowsky, 1999; Diab and Resnik, 2002; Diab, 2004; Ng et al., 2003; Chan and Ng, 2005; Chan et al., 2007) explored the use of parallel translations for WSD. Li and Li (2004) introduced a bilingual bootstrapping approach, in which starting with indomain corpora in two different languages, English and Chinese, word translations are automatically disambiguated using information iteratively drawn from the bilingual corpora. Khapra et al. (2009; proposed another bilingual bootstrapping approach, in which they used an aligned multilingual dictionary and bilingual corpora to show how resource deprived languages can benefit from a resource rich language. They introduced a technique called parameter projections, in which parameters learned using both aligned multilingual Wordnet and bilingual corpora are projected from one language to another language to improve on existing WSD methods.
In recent years, the exponential growth of the Web led to an increased interest in multilinguality. Lefever and Hoste (Lefever and Hoste, 2010) introduced a SemEval task on cross-lingual WSD in SemEval-2010 that received 16 submissions. The corresponding dataset contains a collection of sense annotated English sentences for a few words with their contextually appropriate translations in Dutch, German, Italian, Spanish and French.
Recently, Banea and Mihalcea (2011) explored the utility of features drawn from multiple languages for WSD. In their approach, a multilingual parallel corpus in four languages (English, German, Spanish, and French) is generated using Google Translate. For each example sentence in the training and test set, features are drawn from multiple languages in order to generate more robust and more effective representations known as multilingual vector-space representations. Finally, training a multinomial Naive Bayes learner showed that a classifier based on multilingual vector representations obtains an error reduction ranging from 10.58% to 25.96% as compared to the monolingual classifiers. Lefever (2012) proposed a similar strategy for multilingual WSD using a different feature set and machine learning algorithms. Along similar lines, (Fernandez-Ordonez et al., 2012) used the Lesk algorithm for unsupervised WSD applied on definitions translated in four languages, and obtained significant improvements as compared to a monolingual application of the same algorithm. Although these three methodologies are closely related to our WIK-ITRANSSENSE system, our approach exploits a sense inventory and tagged sense data extracted automatically from Wikipedia. Navigli and Ponzetto (2012) proposed a different approach to multilingual WSD based on BabelNet (2010), a large multilingual encylopedic dictionary built from WordNet and Wikipedia. Their approach exploits the graph structure of BabelNet to identify complementary sense evidence from translations in different languages.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described three approaches for WSD that exploit Wikipedia as a source of sense annotations. We built monolingual sense tagged corpora for four languages, using Wikipedia hyperlinks as sense annotations. Monolingual WSD systems were trained on these corpora and were shown to obtain relative error reductions between 28% and 44% with respect to the most frequent sense baseline, confirming that the Wikipedia sense annotations are reliable and can be used to construct accurate monolingual sense classifiers.
Next, we explored the cumulative impact of features originating from multiple supporting languages on the WSD performance of the reference language, via two multilingual approaches: WIK-ITRANSSENSE and WIKIMUSENSE. Through the WIKITRANSSENSE system, we showed how to effectively use a machine translation system to leverage two relevant multilingual aspects of the semantics of text. First, the various senses of a target word may be translated into different words, which constitute unique, yet highly salient signals that effectively expand the target words feature space. Second, the translated context words themselves embed co-occurrence information that a translation engine gathers from very large parallel corpora. When integrated in the WIKITRANSSENSE system, the two types of features led to an average error reduction of 13.7% compared to the monolingual system.
In order to reduce the reliance on the machine translation system during training, we explored the possibility of using the multilingual knowledge available in Wikipedia through its interlingual links. The resulting WIKIMUSENSE system obtained an average relative error reduction of 16.5% compared to the monolingual system, while requiring significantly fewer translations than the alternative WIKITRANSSENSE system.
